
Hua Hin H3 Run #297 – 10th January 2015 

Children’s Day Celebration 

Location: Off Soi 112 on road to Banyan Golf Course 

Google Map link:  https://goo.gl/maps/wmvCA 

GPS Coordinates: N 12.523331, E 99.941426 (N 12 31.400 E 99 56.486). 
Hares: Jock Twat & Hugmanannygoat 

Hash Snacks: Legs Wide Open 

Hash Notes:  Tinks 

Hash Photos:  Cathusalem 

Number of Hashers:  71 

 

Pre-Hash 

I arrived at the run site while Jock Twat was still putting up the HHH signs.  Space Cowboy and 

Loose screw also arrived ahead of the Hares to the run site.  Shortly thereafter JT arrived 

with the essential beer supplies.  While the beer wagon was being unloaded other hashers were 

arriving and by the time the off was called after the usual pre-run briefing from the Hares a 

total of 71 hit the trail. 

The Trail 

 

Hugmanannygoats GPS of Trails 

The pack set off in an easterly direction looking for paper which was eventfully found after 

some 200 m.  The trail then continued for another 400 m before turning right to the first 

check.  At this point the front runners had been confronted by a herd of cattle and caused 

them to panic, split ranks and then try to regroup without consideration of the Hashers.  Donkey 

Cock narrowly missed charging bull that took out the wire fence and post.  Hare 

Hugmanannygoat was to hand calling franticly to abandon the check search and directed the 

pack in the correct direction.  The trail then meandered through the bush to come out at the 

top of a concrete road which was familiar from an earlier trail laid last October (Run #289) by 

the same two hares BUT IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.  In fact the first false trail was a 

repeat of their last trail.  On down the road and past several barking dogs and then right into 



the trees and on uphill through check 3 to the Short Walk (SW) split.  The front runners were 

rather quicker than expected as Hare JT was still carrying the split signs which he promised at 

the pre-run briefing would be in place before we got there,  luckily he could take the short walk 

trail to the merge point with the Long Walk (LW) and Runners (R) trail.  Shortly after the 

merge the walkers broke left and the runners continued for another 2.2 km with 3 checks and a 

false trail.  The trail then continued on road and dirt track for another 800 m when the trial 

broke right which I missed.  Also my GPS shut down for some reason.  As I made my way back I 

was met by the hares in a truck and was advised I was off trail and offered me a lift which I 

refused.  They then drove off leaving me to make my way home.  A few metres on they stopped 

and JT jumped out and tried to take a photo but luckily there was a gap in the fence to the 

right which I darted through and then made my way through thick shaggy looking for the true 

trail which I eventually found.  Shortly thereafter I caught up with the slow walkers 

Stamplicker, Rottendame, Pussy Galore, son of pussy and Dazlin.  They blamed their slowness on 

Son of pussy for losing the trail.  Then it was back to the start, having taken me 86 minutes to 

complete.         

Post Trail and Circle 

By the time I got back many of the pack were well into the Leo, Chang, Wine and snacks.  While 

I was enjoying my first beer and I received a phone call from Old MacDonald who said he was 

lost and on a dual carriageway.  Having identified he was on Soi 112 Hare Hugs was dispatched to 

go and pick him up.  On route to the pickup he passed Donkey Cock who had also got lost but was 

able to recall how to get home. 

The circle was called when all hashers had been accounted for.  As it was Children’s Day, they 

were called into the circle and after having had a special raffle and a selection of presents given 

down downs.  The circle then continued with the Hares being called in for their due punishment 

and a vote of a good trail.  They were followed by Virgin Hashers Chris and Jim and then by the 

long overdue returners, Swindlers Pissed, Hung-over, Blowjob, Dazlin, Who Knows, Adrianne, 

Mud Girl and Merry Can Can.  This was followed by christenings of Julie “Lost Cause” Rhoades, 

David “Fish Fingers” Rhoades and Mark “Jelly Baby” Williams.  Cathusalem then came into the 

circle to award himself a down down for leaving the hash for pastures overseas for a few weeks.  

Jock Twat then entered the circle to thank Legs Wide Open for the Snacks.  This was followed 

by an account on the advantage/disadvantage of using GPS again.  This week it was his Co-Hare 

Hugmanannygoat who got lost despite having plotted the trail on his GPS, the previous week it 

was his spouse Legs Wide Open who reset the GPS in the car leading them to take much longer 

to reach their destination.  The circle Down Downs finished with next week’s Hare Mudman 

providing brief misdirection’s to next Saturdays CAH3 run.    

On On 

Tinks 


